
 

CLASS X (CIVICS) 

Cycle 2-26
th

 April to 13
th

 May 

Chapter-1 POWER SHARING 

DAY1 : Pg8-9 

Step1 Study the following topics from textbook: 

 

Forms of Power Sharing 

Horizontal power sharing 

 Power is shared among different organs of 

government, such as the legislature, executive and 

judiciary. This is called the horizontal distribution 

of power because it allows different organs of 

government placed at the same level to exercise 

different powers. 

 Such a separation ensures that none of the organs 

can exercise unlimited power. Each organ checks 

the others. This results in a balance of power 

among various institutions.  

  In a democracy, even though ministers and 

government officials exercise power, they are 

responsible to the Parliament or State Assemblies. 

 Similarly, although judges are appointed by the 

executive, they can check the functioning of 

executive or laws made by the legislatures.  

 This arrangement is called a system of checks and 

balances. 

Vertical power sharing 

 Power can be shared among governments at different 

levels- a general government for the entire country and 

governments at the provincial or regional level.  

 Such a general government for the entire country is 

usually called federal government. In India, we refer to it 

as the Central or Union Government. 

 The governments at the provincial or regional level are 

called by different names in different countries. In India, 

we call them State Governments. 

 This system is not followed in all countries. There are 

many countries where there are no provincial or state 

governments. But in those countries like ours, where there 



are different levels of government, the constitution clearly 

lays down the powers of different levels of government. 

This called federal division of power. 

 The same principle can be extended to levels of 

government lower than the State government, such as the 

municipality and panchayat. This division of powers 

involving higher and lower levels of government vertical 

division of power. 

 

  

  

Step 2 Revise using the bullet points as provided in Step 1 

Step 3 Write the following question and answers provided as your home assignment 

in your classwork copies: 

1. How is power shared among different organs of government? 

Ans:  

 Power is shared among different organs of 

government, such as the legislature, executive and 

judiciary. This is called the horizontal distribution 

of power because it allows different organs of 

government placed at the same level to exercise 

different powers. 

 Such a separation ensures that none of the organs 

can exercise unlimited power. Each organ checks 

the others. This results in a balance of power 

among various institutions.  

  In a democracy, even though ministers and 

government officials exercise power, they are 

responsible to the Parliament or State Assemblies. 

 Similarly, although judges are appointed by the 

executive, they can check the functioning of 

executive or laws made by the legislatures.  

 This arrangement is called a system of checks and 

balances. 

2. How is power shared among governments at different levels? 

Ans: 

 Power can be shared among governments at different 

levels- a general government for the entire country and 

governments at the provincial or regional level.  

 Such a general government for the entire country is 

usually called federal government. In India, we refer to it 

as the Central or Union Government. 

 The governments at the provincial or regional level are 

called by different names in different countries. In India, 

we call them State Governments. 

 This system is not followed in all countries. There are 



many countries where there are no provincial or state 

governments. But in those countries like ours, where there 

are different levels of government, the constitution clearly 

lays down the powers of different levels of government. 

This called federal division of power. 

 The same principle can be extended to levels of 

government lower than the State government, such as the 

municipality and panchayat. This division of powers 

involving higher and lower levels of government vertical 

division of power. 

 

END OF DAY-1 

DAY2: PG:8-9 

Step 1 Study the following topics from textbook: 

Power sharing among different social groups 

 Power may also be shared among different social groups 

such as the religious and linguistic groups. ‘Community 

government’ in Belgium is a good example of this 

arrangement. 

 In some countries there are constitutional and legal 

arrangements whereby socially weaker sections and 

women are represented in the legislatures and 

administration. 

 This is called the the system of ‘reserved constituencies’ 

in assemblies and the parliament of our country. 

 This type of arrangement is meant to give space in the 

government and administration to diverse social groups 

who otherwise would feel alienated from the government. 

 This method is used to give minority communities a fair 

share in power. 

Power sharing amongst different political parties, pressure groups and 

movements 

 Power sharing arrangements can also be seen in the way 

political parties, pressure group and movements control or 

influence those in power. 

 In a democracy, the citizens must have freedom to choose 

among various contenders for power. In contemporary 

democracies, this takes the form of competition among 

different parties. 

 Such competition ensures that power does not remain in 

one hand. In the long run, power is shared among 

different political parties that represent different 

ideologies and social groups. 

 Sometimes this kind of sharing can be direct, when two or 

more parties form an alliance to contest elections. If their 

alliance is elected, they form a coalition government and 



thus share power. 

 In a democracy, we find interest groups such as those of 

traders, businessmen, industrialists, farmers and industrial 

workers. They also will have a share in governmental 

power, either through participation in governmental 

committees or bringing influence on decision-making 

process. 

 

 

  

  

Step 2 Revise using the bullet points as provided in Step 1 

Step 3 Write the following question and answers provided as your home assignment 

in your classwork copies: 

1. How is power shared among different social groups?  

Ans:  

 Power may also be shared among different social groups 

such as the religious and linguistic groups. ‘Community 

government’ in Belgium is a good example of this 

arrangement. 

 In some countries there are constitutional and legal 

arrangements whereby socially weaker sections and 

women are represented in the legislatures and 

administration. 

 This is called the the system of ‘reserved constituencies’ 

in assemblies and the parliament of our country. 

 This type of arrangement is meant to give space in the 

government and administration to diverse social groups 

who otherwise would feel alienated from the government. 

 This method is used to give minority communities a fair 

share in power. 

2. How is power shared amongst political parties, pressure groups and 

movements? 

Ans: 

 Power sharing arrangements can also be seen in the way 

political parties, pressure group and movements control or 

influence those in power. 

 In a democracy, the citizens must have freedom to choose 

among various contenders for power. In contemporary 

democracies, this takes the form of competition among 

different parties. 

 Such competition ensures that power does not remain in 

one hand. In the long run, power is shared among 

different political parties that represent different 

ideologies and social groups. 

 Sometimes this kind of sharing can be direct, when two or 



more parties form an alliance to contest elections. If their 

alliance is elected, they form a coalition government and 

thus share power. 

 In a democracy, we find interest groups such as those of 

traders, businessmen, industrialists, farmers and industrial 

workers. They also will have a share in governmental 

power, either through participation in governmental 

committees or bringing influence on decision-making 

process. 

 

END OF DAY-2 

DAY 3: Short Test on Chapter 1 (Till Pg 9) 

Step 1 Revise the bullet points of chapter 1(Till Pg 9) for ten minutes. 

Step 2 Answer the following questions: 

Total Marks-10 

Time-20 mins 

1. In which form of power sharing, power is shared at different 

levels of government?   1 

2. What is separation of power?   1 

3. What does federal division of power imply?    1 

4. What does horizontal power sharing signify?   1 

5. Differentiate between vertical and horizontal power sharing in 

modern democracies?   3 

6. After reading the lesson, do you think that power sharing is 

desirable in a democracy or any other form of government? 

Give arguments.        3 

END OF DAY3 

Chapter-2 FEDERALISM 

DAY1 : Pg13-15 

Step1 Study the following topics from textbook: 

 

What is Federalism? 

 Federalism is a system of government in which the 

power is divided between a central authority and 

various constituent units of the country. 

 A federation has two levels of government, one at 

the central level and one at the state level to look 

into the day to day administration of the state. 

 Both these levels of governments enjoy their 

power independent of the other. 

 

Comparison between unitary governments and federal governments 

 Federations are contrasted with unitary governments. 

 Under the unitary system, either there is only one level of government 

or sub-units are subordinate to the central government. 



 The central government can pass on orders to the provincial or the 

local government. 

 But in a federal system, the central government cannot order the state 

government to do something. 

 State  government has powers of  its own for which it is not 

answerable to the central government. 

 Both these governments are separately answerable to the people. 

 

.  

 

  

  

Step 2 Revise using the bullet points as provided in Step 1 

Step 3 Write the following question and answers provided as your home assignment 

in your classwork copies: 

1. What is federalism? 

Ans:  

 Federalism is a system of government in which the 

power is divided between a central authority and 

various constituent units of the country. 

 A federation has two levels of government, one at 

the central level and one at the state level to look 

into the day to day administration of the state. 

 Both these levels of governments enjoy their 

power independent of the other. 

 

2. In what sense are federations contrasted with unitary 

governments? 

Ans:  

 Federations are contrasted with unitary governments. 

 Under the unitary system, either there is only one level of government 

or sub-units are subordinate to the central government. 

 The central government can pass on orders to the provincial or the 

local government. 

 But in a federal system, the central government cannot order the state 

government to do something. 

 State government has powers of  its own for which it is not 

answerable to the central government. 

 Both these governments are separately answerable to the people. 

 

 

 

END OF DAY-1 

DAY2: Pg 8-9 

Step1 Study the following topics from textbook: 



 

Features of federalism 

 There are two or more levels (or tiers) of government. 

 Different tiers of government govern the same citizens, but 

each tier has its own jurisdiction in specific matters of 

legislation, taxation and administration. 

 The jurisdictions of the respective levels or tiers of 

government are specified in the constitution.  

 The fundamental provisions of the constitution cannot be 

unilaterally changed by one level of government. 

 Courts have the power to interpret the constitution and the 

powers of different levels of government.  

 Sources of revenue for each level of government are clearly 

specified to ensure its financial autonomy. 

 The federal system thus has dual objectives: to safeguard 

and promote unity of the country, while at the same time 

accommodate regional diversity. 

Coming together federation 

 It involves independent States coming together on their own to 

form a bigger unit, so that by pooling sovereignty and retaining 

identity they can increase their security. 

 This type of ‘coming together’ federations includes the USA, 

Switzerland and Australia. 

 In this category of federations, all the constituent States usually 

have equal power and are strong. 

‘Holding together’ federation 

 It is where a large country decides to divide its power between the 

constituent States and the national government. 

 India, Spain and Belgium are examples of  this kind of Holding 

together federations. 

 The central govt. tends to be more powerful than the States. Very 

often different constituent units of the federation have unequal 

powers. Some units are granted special powers. 

 

 

  

  

Step 2 Revise using the bullet points as provided in Step 1 

Step 3 Write the following question and answers provided as your home 

assignment in your classwork copies: 

1. What are the features of federalism? List any five features. 

Ans: 

  There are two or more levels (or tiers) of government. 

 Different tiers of government govern the same citizens, but 

each tier has its own jurisdiction in specific matters of 



legislation, taxation and administration. 

 The jurisdictions of the respective levels or tiers of 

government are specified in the constitution.  

 The fundamental provisions of the constitution cannot be 

unilaterally changed by one level of government. 

 Courts have the power to interpret the constitution and the 

powers of different levels of government.  

 Sources of revenue for each level of government are clearly 

specified to ensure its financial autonomy. 

 The federal system thus has dual objectives: to safeguard 

and promote unity of the country, while at the same time 

accommodate regional diversity. 

 

2 What are coming together federations? Explain with an example. 

Ans:  

 Coming together federations involves independent States coming 

together on their own to form a bigger unit, so that by pooling 

sovereignty and retaining identity they can increase their security. 

 This type of ‘coming together’ federations includes the USA, 

Switzerland and Australia. 

 In this category of federations, all the constituent States usually 

have equal power and are strong 

3 What are holding together federations? Explain with an example. 

   Ans: 

 A holding together federation is where a large country decides to 

divide its power between the constituent States and the national 

government. 

 India, Spain and Belgium are examples of this kind of Holding 

together federations. 

 The central govt. tends to be more powerful than the States. Very 

often different constituent units of the federation have unequal 

powers. Some units are granted special powers. 

 

 

 

END OF DAY-2 
 

 

DAY 3: Short Test on Chapter 1 (Till Pg 9) 

Step 1 Revise the bullet points of chapter 1(Till Pg 4) for ten minutes. 

Step 2 Answer the following questions: 

Total Marks-10 

Time-20 mins 

1. What does the coming together federation involve?   1 

2. What do you mean by holding together federation ?   1 

3. List one point of difference between unitary and a federal 



government?    1 

4. How can the fundamental provisions of the Indian 

constitution be changed?  1 

5.  Name the govt. having two or more levels of government. 1 

6. List any five features of federalism. 5  

END OF DAY3 

Chapter-2 FEDERALISM(cont.) 

DAY1 : Pg16-17 

Step1 Study the following topics from textbook: 

WHAT ARE THE POWER SHARING ARRANGEMENTS IN OUR 

COUNTRY? 

 Soon after independence, several princely states became a part of  the 

country. The Constitution declared India as a Union of States. 

Although it did not use the word federation, the Indian Union is based 

on the principles of federalism. 

 The Constitution originally provided for a two-tier system of govt., 

the Central Govt. representing the Union of India and the State govts. 

Later a third tier of federalism was added in the form of Panchayats 

and Municipalities. These different tiers enjoy separate jurisdiction. 

 The Constitution clearly provided for a three- fold distribution of 

legislative powers between the Union govt. and the State govts. 

 

WHAT MAKES INDIA A FEDERAL COUNTRY 

 Three Lists of Subjects in India- The Constitution clearly provided 

for a three- fold distribution of legislative powers between the 

Union govt. and the State govts. 

1. Union List- It includes subjects of national importance such as 

defence of the country, foreign affairs, banking, communication 

and currency. They are included in this list because we need a 

uniform policy on these matters throughout the country.The 

Union Govt. alone can make laws relating to the subjects 

mentioned in the Union List. It includes 97 subjects. 

2. State List- It includes subjects of state and local importance 

such as police, trade, commerce, agriculture and irrigation. The 

State Govts. alone can make laws relating to the subjects 

mentioned in the State List. It includes 66 subjects. 

3. Concurrent List- It includes subject of common interest to both 

the Union Govts. as well as the State Govts. , such as education, 

forest, trade Unions, marriage, adoption and succession. Both 

the Union as well as the State govts. can make laws on the 

subjects mentioned in the list. If their laws conflict with each 

other, the law made by the Union govt. will prevail. It includes 

47 subjects. 

4.  Residuary List- It included those subjects like computer 

software which came up after the Constitution was drafted. The 



Union Govt. has been given the power to legislate on these subjects. 

 

  

  

Step 2 Revise using the bullet points as provided in Step 1 

Step 3 Write the following question and answers provided as your home assignment 

in your class work copies: 

1. Describe the three-fold distribution of legislative powers between 

the Union Governments and the State Governments. 

Ans:  The Constitution clearly provided for a three- fold distribution of 

legislative powers between the Union govt. and the State govts. 

1 Union List- It includes subjects of national importance such as 

defence of the country, foreign affairs, banking, communication 

and currency. They are included in this list because we need a 

uniform policy on these matters throughout the country.The 

Union Govt. alone can make laws relating to the subjects 

mentioned in the Union List. It includes 97 subjects. 

2 State List- It includes subjects of state and local importance 

such as police, trade, commerce, agriculture and irrigation. The 

State Govts. alone can make laws relating to the subjects 

mentioned in the State List. It includes 61 subjects. 

3  Concurrent List- It includes subject of common interest to both 

the Union Govts. as well as the State Govts. , such as education, 

forest, trade Unions, marriage, adoption and succession. Both 

the Union as well as the State govts. can make laws on the 

subjects mentioned in the list. If their laws conflict with each 

other, the law made by the Union govt. will prevail. It includes 

47 subjects. 

4.  Residuary List- It included those subjects like computer software 

which came up after the Constitution was drafted. The Union Govt. 

has been given the power to legislate on these subjects. 

 

2. What are the power sharing arrangements in our country? 

Ans: 

 Soon after independence, several princely states became a part ofv 

the country. The Constitution declared India as a Union of States. 

Although it did not use the word federation, the Indian Union is based 

on the principles of federalism. 

 The Constitution originally provided for a two-tier system of govt., 

the Central Govt. representing the Union of India and the State govts. 

Later a third tier of federalism was added in the form of Panchayats 

and Municipalities. These different tiers enjoy separate jurisdiction. 

 The Constitution clearly provided for a three- fold distribution of 

legislative powers between the Union govt. and the State govts. 

 

END OF DAY-1 



DAY2: PG:17-18 

Step 1 Study the following topics from textbook: 

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER AMONG THE CONSTITUENT UNITS 

IN A HOLDING TOGETHER FEDERATION LIKE INDIA 

 All States in the Indian Union do not have identical powers. 

 There are some units of the Indian Union which enjoy very little 

power. 

 These are areas which are too small to become an independent State 

but which could not be merged with any of the exiting States 

 These are areas like Chandigarh or Lakshwadeep or the capital city of 

Delhi, are called Union Territories. These territories do not have the 

powers of a State. 

 The Central Govt. has special powers in running these areas. 

 

PROCEDURE TO MAKE CHANGES TO THE POWER SHARING 

ARRANGEMENT 

 It is not easy to make changes to the power sharing arrangement 

between the Union Govt. and the State Govt.  

 The Parliament cannot on its own make the changes in this 

arrangement 

 Any change to it has to be first passed by the Houses of 

Parliament with at least two thirds majority. Then it has to be 

ratified by the legislatures of at least half of the total States. 

 

ROLE OF JUDICIARY IN IMPLEMENTATION OF 

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 

 The Judiciary plays an important role in overseeing the 

implementation of the Constitutional provisions and procedures. 

 In case of any disputes about the division of powers, the High 

Courts and the Supreme Courts make a decision. 

 The Union and the State Govts. have the power to raise resources 

by levying taxes in order to carry on the govt. and the 

responsibilities assigned to each of them. 

  

  

Step 2 Revise using the bullet points as provided in Step 1 

Step 3 Write the following question and answers provided as your home assignment 

in your class work copies: 

1. How is power shared among the constituent units in India? 

Ans: 

 All States in the Indian Union do not have identical powers. 

 There are some units of the Indian Union which enjoy very little 

power. 

 These are areas which are too small to become an independent State 

but which could not be merged with any of the exiting States 



 These are areas like Chandigarh or Lakshwadeep or the capital city of 

Delhi, are called Union Territories. These territories do not have the 

powers of a State. 

 The Central Govt. has special powers in running these areas. 

 

2. How can the power sharing arrangements between the State 

Govts. and the Union Govt. be changed according to the 

Constitutional provisions? 

 Ans: It is not easy to make changes to the power sharing 

arrangement between the Union Govt. and the State Govt.  

 The Parliament cannot on its own make the changes in this 

arrangement 

 Any change to it has to be first passed by the Houses of 

Parliament with a tleast two thirds majority. Then it has to be 

ratified by the legislatures of at least half of the total States. 

 

3. What is the role played by the Judiciary in overseeing the 

implementation of Constitutional provisions? 

 The Judiciary plays an important role in overseeing the 

implementation of the Constitutional provisions and procedures. 

 In case of any disputes about the division of powers, the High 

Courts and the Supreme Courts make a decision. 

 The Union and the State Govts. have the power to raise resources 

by levying taxes in order to carry on the govt. and the 

responsibilities assigned to each of them. 

 

 

END OF DAY-2 

DAY 3: Short Test on Chapter 2 (Till Pg 18) 

Step 1 Revise the bullet points of chapter 2(Till Pg 18) for ten minutes. 

Step 2 Answer the following questions: 

Total Marks-10 

Time-20 mins 

1. Why have the subjects like defence, foreign affairs, banking etc. been 

included in the Union List?   1 

2. Which level of govt. in India legislates on the residuary subjects? 1 

3. In case of a clash between the laws made by the centre and a state on 

a subject in the concurrent list, whose law will prevail?   1 

4. What are the residuary subjects?     1 

5. How many subjects are included in the Union List? 1 

6. On what type of principle is the Indian Union based? Describe the 

three fold distribution of Legislative powers between the Union 

Government and State Governments?      (1+4= 5) 

 

END OF DAY3 

 



 

 

 

 

 


